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Figure 1: Anna Mani [1]

“We have only one life. First equip yourself for the job, make full use of your talents and then love and
enjoy the work, making the most of being out of doors and in contact with nature.”-Anna Mani [1]

At some point in their careers, nearly all graduate students and professors in physics learn about the
Nobel laureate CV Raman and his contributions to novel spectroscopic methods. Only a small fraction of
those physicists discover the story of one of Raman’s few women graduate students, Anna Mani.

Anna Mani was one of the first female scientists in India. She was trained as a physicist in Raman’s
lab during her graduate studies, where her research focused on the spectroscopy of diamonds. After her
graduation, she switched to weather instrumentation. Her work laid the foundation for accurate weather
prediction in India. Early on, she recognized the need for harvesting renewable energy as well. Her data on
wind energy is still used as a guide by engineers and scientists in setting up wind farms in the country.

At a time when India was newly independent from the British rule in 1947, there were few scientists, and
fewer women scientists. The history of Indian science was and still is dominated by the great giants like
Raman, Chandrasekhar, and Sarabhai. Unfortunately, as time goes on, the stories of women scientists like
Anna Mani are often lost in history.

This essay aims to portray Anna Mani’s incredible and important contributions to the optical physics of
diamonds, weather instrumentation, and renewable energy research.
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Anna Mani’s beginnings

Anna Modayil Mani was born in 1918 in Peermade, Kerala to a Syrian Christian family [2]. The Modayil
family was a traditional Indian, upper-middle class family, where the women were groomed to be homemakers
and were not encouraged to be educated. However, Anna chose a different path.

At a time when the literacy rate among women was less than a percent in India, Anna Mani was busy
educating herself through books. She was a voracious reader and had a penchant for absorbing all knowledge
available to her. By age twelve, she had finished reading all the Malayalam and English books at her public
library. On her eighth birthday, she refused to accept her family’s customary gift of diamond earrings [3],
and instead asked for a set of Encyclopedia Britannica. She had a fierce desire for personal freedom and
knowledge. With that mindset, she decided to pursue physics instead of getting married like her older sisters.

Anna’s graduate career

The statistics of the time suggest that pursuing research, especially research in physical sciences, was not
a prevalent option then. The population of India according to the 1941 census was 388,997,955 [4], while the
number of people with their physics doctorate was a mere 152 [5]. In 1939, Anna Mani graduated from the
Pachaiyappas College in Chennai (then Madras), with a bachelor’s in physics and chemistry. At the time of
her graduation, she won a scholarship to pursue research in Physics at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc).

Getting admitted to IISc and conducting research was an uphill task for women. In 1933, CV Raman, the
director of IISc, had infamously denied the famous biochemist Kamala Sohonie admission to IISc, saying, “I
am not going to take any girls in my institute!” [6]. Even when Raman reluctantly agreed to admit Kamala
and more women to come, he maintained strict segregation of sexes in his lab [7]. Mani recalled how he would
mutter, “Scandalous!” every time a male and a female student walked together by his window. The women
students were given nicknames and thought of as being uninteresting. It was as though the women were
pushed aside to watch their male peers’ progress from the sidelines. Anna did not succumb to this prevalent
sexism.

Figure 2: Fluorescence spectrum of one of the diamonds from
Raman’s lab, as reported by Anna Mani in her paper published
in Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Sciences [8]. The Y-axis
represents the intensity while the X-axis represents the wavelength
of the intensity peaks.

Anna Mani was accepted into Ra-
man’s lab at IISc, where she analyzed di-
amonds for their fluorescence and absorp-
tion spectra under various physical condi-
tions. These experiments were painstak-
ingly long, as some of the diamonds had
weak luminescence and required fifteen to
twenty hours of exposure time to record
their spectra.

Absorption and fluorescence spectra
are valuable measurements that have been
used by physicists and chemists since the
1900s. When radiation hits a sample, the
sample absorbs some frequencies. The
exiting beam thus emerges with missing
frequencies, that depend on the energy
levels of the molecules in the sample. The
frequency information in the exiting beam
is called the absorption spectrum. On
the other hand, the fluorescence spectrum
occurs when light excites the electrons
and they emit different frequencies. Both
absorption and fluorescence spectra are

tools for determining the energy levels of molecules and lattices.
Perhaps her work focused on the optical properties of diamonds because of the then ongoing debate

between Raman and Born regarding the spectrum of diamonds [9]. Born’s theory at the time suggested that
diamonds should have a quasi-periodic absorption spectrum [10]. On the other hand, experimental data from
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Raman and collaborators suggested otherwise [8, 11]. Anna Mani extended the optical study of diamonds
forward by reporting a second set of fluorescence peaks of diamonds in her most cited paper titled, “The
fluorescence and absorption spectra of diamond in the visible region” [8]. This study was an important paper
both from a historical as well as a scientific perspective as it added more information to this scientific debate
of the time.

By the time Anna Mani graduated, she had published five single author papers between 1942-1945 [8, 12,
13, 14, 15]. Perhaps her prolific publishing record and stellar performance in graduate school contributed to
her having an almost familial relationship with her advisor [1]. While she made awe-inspiring progress during
her graduate studies, she was not awarded a Ph.D. degree. The University of Madras 1 denied her a Ph.D.
degree because she did not have a master’s degree. However, in 1945, she won a government scholarship for
an internship in England to study weather instrumentation.

Undeterred, Anna Mani made her way to England and studied the evolution of weather instruments, the
maintenance of standards for different weather parameters, and the calibration and standardization procedures
of various weather instruments. During this period, she visited several field observatories and manufacturers
of meteorological instruments in England and Scotland to familiarize herself with field instruments and
practices in meteorology [16]. She also spent time at the National Physical Laboratory at Teddington to
learn about standards and standardization. She returned to India after three years of training in meteorology.

Setting up the meteorological instruments in the newly independent
India

Figure 3: Anna Mani with co-worker, working on a
radiosonde [1]

Upon returning from England, Anna Mani joined
the instruments division in the Indian Meteorolog-
ical Department (IMD) at Pune in an intellectually
exciting atmosphere. India was a British colony,
and until 1945 India imported meteorological instru-
ments. Anna Mani, with her expertise in weather
instruments, began her contribution toward making
India self-sufficient in meteorological instrumenta-
tion.

Anna Mani’s first job was to construct record-
ing rain gauges, then hygrographs, thermographs,
barographs, barometers, and anemographs (Table
1). However, in those years, assistance from pri-
vate industries was scarce. With the help of her
colleague, Prof. Ramanathan, Anna Mani set up
IMD’s tool, carpentry, and assembly shops. She
standardized and prepared detailed engineering spec-
ifications, drawings, and technical manuals for more
than a hundred instruments that the Meteorologi-
cal Department eventually manufactured [16]. She
helped put India at the forefront of the International
Geophysical Year (IGY) 1957-1958, and standardized
the Indian measurements according to the metric sys-
tem [1]. All this while, the world was waking up to the deleterious effects of ozone holes, and Anna Mani was
at the center-stage for ozone related measurements in India.

Around 1962, Anna Mani standardized and recalibrated all the spectrophotometers in India so that the
total ozone data collected from the network became compatible with the global data. Simultaneously, her
team developed an Indian ozonesonde for measurements of the vertical distribution of ozone up to 115,000 ft.

1The University of Madras formally granted degrees for work done at the Indian Institute of Science at the time.
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Instruments Description

Hygrographs Records variations in atmospheric humidity

Thermographs
Produces an image representing a record of the varying

temperature or infrared radiation over an area or over a period of time
Barographs Records atmospheric pressure continuously
Barometers Records atmospheric pressure
Anemographs Records the direction and velocity of the wind

Ozonesondes
Small, light weight, balloon-borne instruments

that can measure ozone concentration

Radiosondes
Atmospheric sensors that provide a high-resolution

description of the Earth’s atmosphere from the ground to 100,000 ft

Spectrophotometers
Measure the intensity of visible, ultraviolet, or infrared

wavelengths in a light beam

Table 1: Various technical weather instruments mentioned in this essay and their description

above the ground. This was a tricky project and had run into many hurdles [17]. However, she was not one
to give up so easily.

Anna Mani and her team kept working on making a working ozonesonde. In 1964, after two years of
constant hard work, they succeeded! Over the next five years, they improved the ozonesonde so it could
compete internationally [17]. The Indian ozonesonde showed a clear hole in the ozone layer above Antarctica
in 1982, three years before the Nobel prize winning work of Rowland and Molina on ozone holes [18].

An unusual trajectory for a woman in post colonial India

Figure 4: Anna Mani in Payerne, Switzerland, 1956 for International
radiosonde comparison [1]

Anna Mani eventually re-
tired as the deputy head of
IMD with 120 people work-
ing under her. At a time
when a woman’s role was
largely limited to being home-
makers in the country, re-
tiring at such a senior tech-
nical position was no ordi-
nary feat. She was a great
leader who led by example and
was highly respected because
of her work ethic and exper-
tise. She always maintained
a strict standard for measure-
ments and inspired her col-
leagues to do the same.“Wrong
measurements are worse than
no measurements” she used to
say.

Anna Mani didn’t believe being a woman was a hindrance to her career. “My being a woman had
absolutely no bearing on what I chose to do with my life. What is this hoopla around women and science”
[7]? However, there are a couple of instances that suggest that sexism did negatively impact her career as a
woman scientist.

Anna Mani was involved in International Indian Ocean Experiment in the early 1960s, but she couldn’t go
on the ship to take data because women were not allowed on navy ships then [1]. The second instance was when,
upon being interviewed by Abha Sur, Anna admitted to a lack of social support from her peers. Referring to
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one of her peers, she recalled, “He was an odious man,” and he had done his best to make the women feel
inept both as scientists and as women. Any slight error the women made in handling instrumentation or in
setting up an experiment was immediately broadcast by some men as a sign of female incompetence [7].

Despite all the biases against women, Anna Mani had an illustrious career both as a graduate student
and later at IMD. She was elected to the Indian National Science Academy (INSA) and served on its
council from 1971-79. She was also a fellow of the Indian Meteorological Society, American Meteorological
Society, American Geophysical Union, Royal Meteorological Society, Institution of Instrumentation and
Telecommunication Engineers, Solar Energy Society of India and International Solar Energy Society. Among
many other honors, she received the INSA K.R Ramanathan medal for her outstanding contributions for
atmospheric sciences and meteorology [17].

A visionary- Anna recognized the need of renewable energy

After retiring, Anna Mani went on to work at Raman Research Institute, where she was tasked with
choosing a site for building a millimeter-wave telescope. Meanwhile, the Indian Department of Science and
Technology, approached Anna with the task of conducting extensive solar radiation and wind measurements
all over India. This resulted in two monumental handbooks- Solar Radiation Data for India (1980) [19]
and Solar Radiation over India (1981) [20]. Beginning in 1983, at the request of the Indian Department of
Non-conventional Energy, Anna with her team, organized wind measurements at 600 sites. This project
was aimed at identifying potential sites for harnessing wind energy in India. The measurements involved
installing instruments and analyzing data from remote sites all over the country. This hard work culminated
in the book “Wind energy resource survey in India” [21] which is used even today by engineers and scientists
in India for wind energy calculations. Her responsibilities and the extent of this wind project expanded
considerably over the years until 1996.

Anna Mani suffered a stroke in 1994, and she eventually retired from this project due to her falling health
in 1996 [16, 17]. She spent the last years of her life with her sister and passed away in 2001.

A story to inspire everyone

“You can but do your best”. Anna Mani embodied this phrase. At a time when a person’s gender was
closely tied to their life’s trajectory, she was committed to excellence in her field of choice, and in this pursuit
her gender didn’t matter to her. She quietly lived the truth of honest work ethic.

Anna Mani lived her life fully, pursuing her inner curiosity. She loved dogs and was surrounded by friends
and admirers. She chose to remain unmarried and devote herself to her pursuit. “I should be most unhappy
to wake up without the prospect of some work to do,” she said in an interview in the World Meteorological
Organisation bulletin in 1991.“But when I have done it, I enjoy reading and listening to music”.

Anna Mani’s story is not just for women in science, but for all members of the academic world and society
as a whole. She rose from being a schoolgirl unimpressed by diamond earrings to researching the fluorescence
of diamonds, and finally became one of the leading figures in Indian meteorology.

This letter is dedicated to the endless efforts and enthusiasm of Anna Mani.

Thank you

To Alex, Aastha, Bhavya and Preetha for proof-reading this work. To my family, for teaching me the
value of hard work and perseverance. To Lance, for teaching me how to write.
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